Trends in Secondary Fund Transactions in the Current Market
The Current Environment

- The secondary market for private equity fund interests has grown in lock-step with the dramatic growth of the private equity industry.
- Many are expecting that the financial crisis will continue to drive a dramatic growth in the secondary market.
- The current crisis and dramatic growth in this market are presenting new issues that sellers, buyers and GPs should consider.
Limited Partner Defaults

- Increase in both actual and threatened LP defaults as some have had difficulty meeting capital calls due to liquidity issues.

- As market conditions improve, capital calls will resume at a normal (if not accelerated) pace, which may crystallize liquidity issues.

- Buyers will want to enhance their due diligence with respect to LP defaults.

- Buyers will also want to ensure seller is not in default and confirm from GP that it will receive an “interest in good standing”.
Seller Solvency

- With many LPs being distressed sellers, additional due diligence and representations and warranties may be warranted

- Buyers should confirm -
  - Solvency of seller
  - Whether seller has pledged the interest to a lender
  - Any consents or other issues with lenders
  - Whether seller has created any other liens on the interest

- Buyers should also ensure that seller will be able to satisfy indemnity claims post closing either through -
  - Covenant not to dissolve
  - Parent/affiliate guarantee
LP Giveback Obligations

Many are predicting an increase in fund indemnity claims which may lead to GPs invoking the LP giveback provisions.

Buyers, sellers and GPs should carefully examine how these giveback provisions operate to insure proper allocation and coverage of this liability.

Typical options include -

- Buyer assumes 100%
- Allocation based on the investment and relative distributions
- Allocation based on time
Additional Due Diligence

- Buyers are conducting additional due diligence not only on fund assets, but on the fund itself

- Issues that some buyers are focusing on -
  - Fund liquidity and potential need for supplemental capital
  - The GP commitment and how it’s funded
  - Stability of the deal team and key person status
  - GP clawback obligation
  - Interim GP communications

- GPs should carefully consider the scope of their involvement in the due diligence process
Limited Partner Defaults
Limited Partner Defaults

- LPs commit to provide capital (usually within 10 days) when called by the GP.
- Failure to provide capital when called endangers existing fund positions in portfolio companies and limits opportunities to make new investments.
- Uncertainty may force GP to overdraw which reduces IRR.
Current Investment Environment

- 2008 financial meltdown has had a severe impact on LPs
  - Denominator effect caused by drop in public markets resulted in an over-allocation to private equity
  - Lack of private equity distributions impaired investors ability to fund current capital calls
  - Long term solvency issues caused by significant losses
  - Reluctance to contribute additional capital to what may be perceived as poor investments
Avoiding LP Defaults

- Reduce aggregate fund commitments
- Reduce LP capital commitments
- Drawdown early
- Drawdown more capital than required
- Defer capital calls
- Borrow defaulted amount
- Offset amounts otherwise distributable to LPs
- Opt-out provisions on future investments
- Facilitate sale of LP interest
- Permit withdrawal by LP
Sources of Guidance for GPs Facing LP Defaults

- Fund agreement
- Side letters and other agreements
- Applicable laws
  - Partnership / LLC law (fiduciary duties)
  - Applicable contract law (enforceability of remedies)
  - ERISA, securities and tax laws
  - Other defenses that defaulting LP may raise
Typical Remedies for LP Defaults

- Declare the LP in default
  - Undue delay in issuing notice may be considered a waiver

- Withhold defaulting LP distributions
  - Provided there are distributions to withhold

- Impose penalty, interest charges

- Sue for specific performance and consequential damages
  - Traditionally, GPs have been reluctant to sue LPs
  - Enforceability of default remedies is not entirely clear

- Reduce defaulting LP’s capital account

- Attempt to sell defaulting LP interest on secondary market or to other LPs

- Note: potential limitations in the event of LP bankruptcy
Key Considerations for GPs

- Work through alternatives
  - Prevention is preferred alternative
  - Importance of maintaining LP communications

- Fiduciary duty owed to other LPs
  - GP must act in good faith and deal fairly with the fund
  - English and Cayman Islands laws require GP to act in utmost good faith

- Initial course of action with a defaulting LP may set precedent with other LPs
  - MFN provisions may limit extent to which defaulting LPs may be treated differently

- Reduction in fund size may impact the number and types of investments the fund can make in the future

- Existing credit facilities: does default require notice or acceleration of loans?

- Consider obligations to portfolio companies

- Consider any effect on D&O insurance

- ERISA considerations

- Broker-dealer and investment adviser issues in facilitating transfers

- Note: limitation in the event of LP bankruptcy
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